5.7 Livery

5.7.1 Pick-up truck without canopy

This is a general reference for decal placement and alignment relationships. All motor vehicle signage is to be produced in high-quality vinyl decal material. The colours, type style and spacing are to follow the specifications outlined in the following pages. Only white vehicles to be used as it enables our emblem to stand out more prominently.

Logo centre-aligned within door panel on left side. If body trim restricts the available space, the decal should be centre-aligned within the available space.
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5.7.2 Hatchback

This is a general reference for decal placement and alignment relationships.

If manufacturer's badges or any other fixed items prevent the application of our emblem on the right-hand side of the hatch, then position our emblem on the left-hand side as shown.
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5.7.3 Panel van with full side windows

This is a general reference for decal placement and alignment relationships.
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5.7.4 Single-decker bus

This is a general reference for decal placement and alignment relationships.